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One Water  SANTA CLARA COUNTYWIDE FRAMEWORK 

EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
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ONE WATER

Integrated Watershed  
Master Planning

Water is an essential resource, serving multiple 
critical purposes for the community. As droughts, floods, 
population growth, and other changing conditions all place 
increasing demands on California’s water resources, Valley 
Water recognizes the importance of an integrated and 
equitable approach to water resources management. This 
approach will enable the organization to efficiently fulfill its 
mission and Board policies (see table below).

Valley Water’s central challenges in the years ahead 
are to deliver reliable water supply, maintain and 
improve flood risk reduction, and preserve and enhance 
environmental stewardship with finite resources. To do 
this well, Valley Water needs a decision-making process 
that enables it to strategically allocate limited resources 
to those actions that achieve its mission and service to the 
community most efficiently. The One Water planning effort 
described in this report meets this need and provides an 
important new roadmap for integrated resource planning 
on a watershed scale.

Development of the One Water Countywide Framework 
engaged stakeholders at all levels and stages of a multi-
year planning process. Stakeholders included local cities 
and county agencies; regional, state and federal resource  
management and regulatory agencies; scientists and 

academia; representatives of cultural and ethnic interests; 
as well as environmental advocacy groups, chambers 
of commerce, water retailers, and neighborhood and 
volunteer organizations.

Valley Water’s One Water planning effort consists of 
a Countywide Framework (this report) and individual 
watershed plans for the Coyote, Guadalupe, Pajaro, 
West Valley, and Lower Peninsula watersheds, which 
Valley Water hopes to complete as early as 2023. The 
framework will guide development of the watershed plans 
as it sets out goals, measurable objectives, and strategies 
for prioritizing actions that will improve watershed health.
Improvements to watershed health will be based on the 
extent to which watershed objective metrics measure up 
against achievable targets.

Valley Water Mission and  
Board Ends Policies One Water Vision and Goals One Water Objectives

To provide Silicon Valley safe, 
clean water for a healthy life,  
environment, and economy.

To manage water resources  
holistically and sustainably  
to benefit people and the  
environment in a way that is  
informed by community values.

All (A thru E)

E-2 Water Supply Goal 1

E-2.1 Current and future water supply
is reliable.

Reliable Water Supply Objective A:   
Protect, maintain, and develop local 
surface and ground water supplies 

E-2.3 Reliable high-quality
drinking water is delivered.

Objective B: Support high quality  
surface water in reservoirs for applicable 
human and aquatic life uses 

E-3 Natural Flood Protection Goal 2

E-3.1 Provide natural flood protection. Improved Flood Protection Objective C:  
Reduce Flood Risk

E-3.2 Reduce potential
for flood damages.

Objective C:  
Reduce Flood Risk

E-4 Water Resources Stewardship Goal 3

E-4.1 Protect and restore creek, bay,
and other aquatic ecosystems.

Healthy and Resilient Ecosystems Objective D:  
Protect, Enhance and  
Sustain Natural Ecosystems

E-4.3 Strive for zero net greenhouse
gas emission or carbon neutrality.

Objective E:  
Mitigate and Adapt  
to Climate Change

One Water
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APPROACHING MANAGEMENT 
CHALLENGES IN A MORE  
INTEGRATED WAY 

The One Water approach identifies challenges to 
successful water resources management ranging from 
drought and pollution to the destruction of riparian 
habitats. Meeting the water resources needs of the 
community through management of these challenges 
and constraints is often considered by planning area 
(see table). For Valley Water, these have included 
ecological resources, flood protection, landscape 
resources, water quality, and water supply. 

The One Water approach offers a decision-making 
process that helps address management challenges 
through multi-benefit projects or portfolios of 
coordinated activities. This approach offers a few key 
strengths in addition to meeting the outlined goals 
and objectives as it defines the process and prioritizes 
activities.

One strength of Valley Water’s One Water approach 
is the opportunity to revisit how data is collected and 
utilized to prioritize activities. For flood risk, as an 
example, the new approach updates the Waterways 
Management Model criteria used in the past to include 
additional important factors that characterize the true 
risks of flooding for the community. Some of these 
factors are health and safety issues like flood depth 
and velocity, the varied social vulnerability of the flood 
prone communities, actual flood history, and business 
risk exposure.

Another strength of the One Water approach is 
a more comprehensive perspective on ecological 
resources. Efforts to protect threatened and endangered 
species have long created a management focus 
on specific species of flora and fauna. One Water 
expands from this focus to address habitats and natural 
communities, and to support the approach taken by the 
Santa Clara Valley Habitat Plan, which covers much of 
the county landscape. This broader area of management 
interest allows for improvements to overall habitat that 
will reduce invasive species and support threatened and 
endangered species, as well as other native species.

A third strength of One Water’s coordinated planning 
framework is the strong guidance on integrated water 
management it will provide to each of its five supporting 
watershed plans. These more detailed action plans will 
then serve as Valley Water’s flood management and 
stewardship plans at a watershed scale. 

Taken as a whole, One Water planning provides an 
opportunity to address multiple management challenges 
in parallel, and within an integrated, watershed-based 
framework. That framework, with its vision, goals and 
objectives will therefore provide the guidance for future 
prioritized work.

PLANNING 
AREA

CHALLENGES

Water  
Supply

Multi-year droughts 
Hydrologic variability
Declining imported water reliability 
Increasing demand 
Complex operating environment 
Aging infrastructure 
Invasive species impacts

Water  
Quality

Impervious surfaces 
Urban and agricultural runoff 
Homeless encampments 
Legacy mercury 
Climate change impacts

Flood  
Protection

Continued risk of flooding 
Expense of future projects 
Aging infrastructure 
Changing climate 
Increasing development,  
  decreasing buffer zones 
Impervious surfaces 
Erosion and sediment management    
   for capacity  
Rising sea levels and  
  permit acquisition

PLANNING 
AREA

CHALLENGES

Landscape 
Resources

Limited and costly land for trails  
  and open space 
Recreational impacts on habitat  
  and water quality 
Maintenance impediments and costs 
Planning for future flood protection

Ecological  
Resources

Ongoing land use changes 
Altered drainage network  
  and hydrologic regime 
Destruction and disconnection  
  of riparian habitats 
Non-native species 
Loss of sediment and woody debris 
Habitat fragmentation 
Ecological adaptation  
  to climate change

Baylands Rising sea levels 
Weak and aging levees 
Sediment deficit 
Mercury mobilization 
Under-insured businesses

DIVERSE CHALLENGES CALL FOR COORDINATED ACTION

Community meeting presenting proposed interim flood protection  
improvements along Coyote Creek. Photo: VW
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VISION
One Water’s vision and 

goals were developed 
to support both Valley 
Water’s mission and Board 
governance policies, which 
in part call for integrated 
water resources services for 
the community.

The vision is supported by integrated goals and 
measurable objectives to optimimize Valley Water’s 
management of water resources for Santa Clara County.

GOALS
To reach the long term One Water 

vision, Valley Water developed goals 
that go beyond individual management 
disciplines. The resulting goals address 
and integrate all aspects of water 
resources management:

RELIABLE WATER SUPPLY

This One Water reliable water supply goal aims to provide 
enough clean water for both people and the environment. 
Under this goal, Valley Water seeks to ensure that its supplies 
for people and the environment are reliable under uncertain 
conditions such as climate change, drought and changing 
laws. For Valley Water this means to efficiently manage 
the diverse supplies and substantial infrastructure already 
in place and continuing to aggressively implement and 
promote its water conservation program with the community 
to manage demand. 

IMPROVED FLOOD PROTECTION

This One Water flood protection goal aims to reduce 
flood risk and protect the community from flooding by 
working with nature to the greatest extent possible. For 
Valley Water, this means enhancing stream corridors 
to support the conveyance of flood flows while at the 
same time providing benefits for natural communities 
and ecosystems. The goal of improving flood protection 
includes maintaining existing facilities, improving facilities 
that require additional risk reduction, and keeping the 
community prepared and informed of potential flood risks.

HEALTHY AND RESILIENT ECOSYSTEMS

This One Water goal underscores the importance of 
healthy and resilient watershed, riparian and tidal ecosys-
tems, and the species that rely on these habitats to thrive. 
Making ecosystem health more relevant to every manage-
ment decision is a key concept in One Water planning. For 
Valley Water to effectively manage ecosystems, it will be 
important to protect, enhance and sustain these important 
natural resources.  

Vision

Goals

Objectives

Strategies

Projects

One Water FrameworkOne Water Vision 
Manage Santa Clara County 

water resources holistically and 
sustainably to benefit people and 
the environment in a way that is 
informed by community values. 

valley water  
m a n a g e s

55
watersheds

 275 17
miles of            miles of canal 

   stream channel

10
reservoirs

265
acres of recharge ponds

3
drinking water treatment plants

1
recycled water purification center
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OBJECTIVES
The One Water planning framework comprises five 

objectives, each with individual metrics and targets. Valley 
Water designed these objectives to meet the framework’s 
three goals and achieve the One Water vision.

In developing the five One Water objectives, Valley 
Water provided meaningful opportunities for diverse 
Santa Clara County communities to engage in the 
planning process. Valley Water’s commitment to commu-
nity engagement is woven throughout the five One Water 
objectives. As such, it is not represented as an end in itself 
but rather as a means to gathering community support for 
future priorities that protect, enhance and sustain water 
resources.

One Water Plan Objectives:

A: Protect and Maintain Water Supplies

B: Protect and Improve Surface 
and Ground Water Quality

C: Reduce Flood Risk

D: Protect, Enhance and  
Sustain Natural Ecosystems

E: Mitigate and Adapt to Climate Change

Metrics
Each of the five objectives includes specific attributes, 

which are the defining characteristics that describe the 
objective. Each attribute in turn contains a series of 
metrics, which are parameters that can be measured to 
track the status of the attributes. To assess progress, each 
metric will be assigned a target, which is an achievable 
end result to maintain or strive for within each metric.
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Objectives

One Water Objective Results

All

Draft Data for One Water Objectives (Countywide and Coyote Watershed).  
A (Water Supply), B (Water Quality), C (Flood Risk Reduction), D (Habitat), E (Climate Change)

Target

76
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60
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TBD
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SETTING PRIORITIES AND 
TAKING ACTION

The One Water Framework provides overarching 
countywide guidance for five subsequent watershed plans 
in Coyote, Guadalupe, Pajaro, West Valley, and Lower 
Peninsula Watershed areas. The process for applying the 
framework includes the following steps (see diagram):  

• Describe the landscape and its water resources history
(Step 1).

• Establish the current baseline conditions for One Water
objectives (Step 2).

• Identify which are the most challenging objectives to
meet in terms of targets, and thus potential areas of
improvement (Steps 3 and 4).

• Prioritize those actions that most efficiently and
effectively improve conditions and meet the highest
needs (Step 5).

• Select actions for programming and implementation
through funding plans, grants, partnerships, and other
means. Follow up with appropriate construction,
maintenance, and management actions (Step 6).

• Carry out monitoring and reporting
on progress of actions toward meeting
targets (Step 7).

One Water watershed plans are
not designed to be static, one time 
documents, they should be updated 
regularly. This important follow up 
should include updates of metrics and 
targets information supporting each 
One Water objective. Such updates 
would in turn help to demonstrate 
progress being made in improving 
watershed health, reducing flood risk, 
and ensuring reliable water supply.

Both the Framework and the individual 
plans will not only guide Valley Water 
but also  serve as a resource for local 
government, NGOs, community groups, 
and other partner organizations.

Beyond the individual 
watershed plans, the Framework 
itself provides a list of potential 
projects, programs, policies and 
partnerships which are appropriate 
at a countywide scale. These may 
be addressed countywide or 
implemented piece-by-piece at a 
watershed-scale.

Consider
History

Establish
Baseline

Analyze
Challenges

Identify
Opportunities

Set
Priorities

Take  
Action

Monitor & 
Report

Planning Steps

WATERSHED PLANS
SCHEDULE

2021
COYOTE

2022
GUADALUPE

2022
PAJARO

2023
WEST VALLEY

2023
LOWER PENINSULA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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VALLEY
AGRICULTURAL

PLAN

VALLEY
HABITAT

PLAN

STORMWATER  
RESOURCE PLANS

SAN JOSÉ 
GREENPRINT

CALIFORNIA  
WATER PLAN

WATER SUPPLY 
MASTER 

PLAN

GROUNDWATER
MANAGEMENT

PLAN

VALLEY
GREENPRINT

ONE WATER
FRAMEWORK

PLANNING THROUGH 
PARTNERSHIPS 

The One Water Framework can be most successful 
through robust participation of Valley Water staff, as well 
as partner agencies and organizations. Close 
coordination with existing plans and programs allows 
One Water to build on successful endeavors and 
incorporate relevant expertise, and it also allows for One 
Water and its vision to become integrated into 
corresponding planning and implementation efforts.

Long range planning at the local, regional, and state 
level covers many of the same topics as One Water and 
gives Valley Water a path to addressing larger regional 
and statewide challenges at the local level, including 
climate resilience, reliable water supply, and stormwater 
resource management. As Valley Water rolls out the One 
Water Framework and subsequent watershed plans, it will 
strive to gain support for improved water resources 
management and watershed conditions.
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WEAVING COMMUNITY AND EQUITY 
INTO WATERSHED PLANNING

Valley Water has remained committed to providing 
meaningful opportunities for community engagement in 
watershed planning throughout the development of the 
One Water Countywide Framework. This commitment will 
be further reflected and refined as watershed plans seek 
to address both one water objectives but also make them 
locally relevant to the people living in each watershed. By 
engaging stakeholders throughout the community, Valley 
Water can build on their strengths and expertise to create 
a plan that speaks to all of our water resource needs.

Equitable access to clean water and management of 
our shared water resources will be an ongoing challenge 
that One Water can help address. As new challenges 
such as climate change and income inequity mount in 
the years ahead, Valley Water will continue to deliver 
clean water, reduced flood risk, and resilient healthy 
landscapes to all the people of Santa Clara County.

One Water Framework
Countywide > Vision, Goals & Objectives

Lower Coyote Creek Upper Penitencia 
Creek

Lower Silver/
Thompson Creek

Middle  
Coyote Creek

Upper  
Coyote Creek

Anderson & Coyote 
Reservoirs

Coyote Guadalupe Pajaro West Valley Lower Peninsula

Watershed-Based Planning Structure

Executive Summary: One Water, Santa Clara Countywide Framework,  
Valley Water (184 pages). 

Version 6, print date, January 2021.

Font: Futura PT, an OpenType font licensed from the Adobe Type Library.

What’s included  
in the One Water Framework? 
• Overviews of past and present conditions including

detailed maps of water supply infrastructure, flood
control channels, descriptions of sensitive habitats
and species, and discussion of management impacts
on local communities, agriculture, groundwater,
trails, conservation efforts, and other current topics. 

• Framework goals, objectives and metrics spelled out.
• Examples of integrated projects already occurring

on a countywide scale including the restoration of
the South Bay salt ponds, the Shoreline Study for
coastal flood protection levee on the bayshore,

a plan to capture more stormwater as a resource,  
efforts to clean up homeless encampments, near- 
water recreation and hazardous tree abatement 
programs, and more.  

• Clear guidance for more detailed watershed
plans. By way of example, appropriate One Water
actions may include projects such as expanded
riparian habitat, offstream flood detention, and
improved fish habitat and passage.

• Reference appendices on special status plant, animal
and fish species, as well how One Water relates to
other Valley Water and partner plans, regulations,
and policies.
LINK TBD
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